RedisInsight v1.11, Oct 2021

1.11.1 (January 2022)

This is the maintenance release of RedisInsight 1.11 (v1.11.1)!

Fixes:

- Core:
  - Fixed a warning about urllib version deprecation.
  - ACL errors are now show in pretty format while in edit database screen.
  - Fixed unnecessary warning about segment when there's no internet connection.

- RediSearch:
  - Fix index tool support for v2.2.5.

- Bulk actions:
  - Added support for cross-slot bulk action execution.
  - Fixed a bug where there's a failure when a malformed UTF-8 characters are present in the key.

- Memory Analysis:
  - Added support for quicklist2 data type.

- Cluster Management:
  - Generic errors are also displayed in the tool. This is helpful when connected to a vendor provided redis with custom exceptions.

1.11.0

This is the General Availability Release of RedisInsight 1.11 (v1.11.0)!

Headlines:

- Added beta support for RedisAI
- Fixed the issue with empty fields for Hash objects.

Full Details:

- Core:
  - Fixed a bug where editing cluster returns error.
  - Fixed broken redis links.

- Browser
  - Check Hash value for emptiness

- RedisGraph:
  - Added support for point datatype.
  - Fixed a bug where returning relationships without their respective nodes leads to infinite loading

- RediSearch:
  - Fixed a bug where a malformed unicode string in redisearch doesn't produce results.
- RedisTimeSeries:
  - Added support for TS.REVRANGE and TS.MREVRANGE commands.
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